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Press release: Eslöv, Sweden – 18th of November 2008 

 

 

POSITIVE GAMING™ iDANCE RELEASED 

Positive Gaming™ is proud to announce the release of the new 

3D powered Positive Gaming™ iDANCE Multiplayer System, a 

fun and challenging group exercise four-panel dance game of 

both perceptive and physical skill for up to 32 players at the same time.  

The Machine Dance Multiplayer concept is an original idea from Positive Gaming™, created and 

designed for environments such as fitness, school and leisure centers. 

  

The Positive Gaming™ iDANCE Multiplayer System offers up to 32 wireless dance platforms for 

simultaneous play with three separate difficulty levels on screen at once.  

The game play is based on the well known four-panel dance game concept, where the players have 

to activate panels on a dance platform, corresponding to arrows on the screen and the beat of the 

music.  

Positive Gaming™ iDANCE offers features that have never been available in a multiplayer dance game 

before: 

 101 Songs licensed from exciting artists from all over the world. The 

music provides a wide range of music styles. Experience songs with 

family-friendly lyrics that have been created from artists in many 

different countries all over the world like Japan, Australia, Russia, 

Germany, Finland, United Kingdom, USA and many others.  

 

 Sets with five step choreographies for each song, rated in a difficulty 

rating system from 1 to 25 to give new players an easy way to get into 

the game as well as satisfy the players with years of experience in 

playing dance games with challenging step charts. 

 

 Up to 32 players that can play at the same time with up to three free 

selectable difficulties at the same time on screen which allows players of 

all skills to play at the same time. 
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 Outstanding information system for players and spectators in-game and 

also on the result overviews. During game play each player get 

individual feedback about the steps he plays with a display about the 

timing precision, including a system which displays if the step has been 

played too early or too late. The result screen displays the recorded 

information for each step as well as a player ranking. 

 

 Positive Gaming™'s iDANCE offers 3D game engine with the most 

powerful graphics that have been created for a dance game ever. Real-

time 3D backgrounds as well as 3D graphics on the game play elements 

create a beautiful and functional game environment. Through an easy to 

use modifier menu, even more of Positive Gaming™ iDANCE's stunning 

graphical effects can be quickly activated to enhance game play for 

everyone. 

 Two game modes that allow individual selection of songs and features 

and a play list based mode for nonstop playing fun.  

 

Visit our websites to learn more about Positive Gaming™ iDANCE: 

www.positivegaming.com 

www.idancegame.com 
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